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               GROUNDED!

Old Warden dates for 2020 (provisional)
  July 25/26. Sept 19/20

Essential Calendar entry: Flying Aces 6th Sept 2020

SAM 35 weekends scheduled at Buckminster:
  (Provisional) June 26/27/28, Oct 3/4

The second in a series of MONTHLY crisis editions.

Memo to club members and all other readers:

  We sincerely thank Andy Sephton for his essential work as member-
ship secretary  Data Protection Officer and treasurer (without those
offices being filled, there would be no club.)
  We are equally appreciative that Richard Arnold has stepped in to
resume his former occupancy of the same positions. (And Martin
Skinner stepping in as DPO.)

  Membership of Peterborough Model Flying Club costs only £15 per year.
For this you get a quarterly magazine (temporarily appearing  monthly),
organised events and competitions at Ferry Meadows and indoor at Bush-
field, fortnightly indoor clubnights in Winter at Peakirk, close links to
SAM 35 and the BMFA plus the support and companionship of one of the
best “real aeromodelling” clubs in the country.  We currently have just un-
der 70 members.  Our membership secretary/treasurer is:
   Richard Arnold, 21 Signal Road, Ramsey, Cambs, PE26 1NG.
 If contacting him please add your BMFA number, car registration, full
address & postcode, Phone numbers, magazine preference (electronic or
paper) and agreement to club privacy notice.

 May

The Editor thanks all contributors who have made these “emergen-
cy” monthly issues possible: if your contribution does not appear
here, it will be in the next edition, due in early June.
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COMMITTEE POSTS:

  President                Brian Waterland
  Chairman               Brian Lever
  Vice Chairman      Dave Leeding
  Secretary/PRO      Martin Skinner
  Magazine              John Ashmole
   Treasurer/M’ship Sec
                                Richard Arnold
  Data protection    Martin Skinner
   F/F Sec                 John Ashmole
   C/L Sec                Roger Silcock
   Sports/Scale Sec: Russ Lister
   Safety/Ferry Liaison :
                               Dave Rumball
   Webmaster          Andrew Green

Editor@peterboroughmfc.org

Martin has found this plan for a “Garden Chuckie”Barracuda.
                                   ………original span 12”

 The shed is tidy. The garage is clean and its door is a new
colour. Even the loft has been cobwebbed.   A faint aroma
of cellulose dope mixed with air freshener lingers in the air.
In the workshop a Slicker fuselage is taking shape, a wing
panel weighted down to hold it true. A fully-rigged 90”
Falcon in a workstand occupies the lounge (although cer-
tain gentle hints from Sharon are beginning to imply that
her legendary tolerance is becoming slightly stretched.) On
the dining table photos and plans of the new fishing boat
project lie underneath a Velie Monocoupe for which I have
not yet found a box. The kitchen worktop is temporarily
occupied by a a partly-assembled Tudor house in miniature
on which Sharon is bonding some thinly rolled out model-
ling clay prior to pargetting.
 Oh, and on the patio is a Black Magic that I must remember
to put away in its garage storage box before dark.
  Outside, the doors of both garden workshops lie open for
easy access. The hedges are loud with bickering sparrows,
although not one is to be seen. The resident squirrel has
gone to ground in search of some quiet. The weather is
perfect for flying, the neighbouring treetops stationary in
the evening light.
  So what’s all this I hear about lockdown, then?

Front cover: Stay fit, lads, we’ll be back in business
soon, along with Dave Rumball, at Ferry.

 I succumbed to the temptation to provide a frivolous
conclusion to the above, but in the real world on the
day in which I wrote it, more that eight hundred souls
perished of the virus. If not known to us, they were at
least friends we never had that chance to meet. Per-
haps it is a good thing that we humans can adapt so
rapidly to accepting our present circumstances, al-
though for very many lockdown is a barely tolerable
situation that has to be endured. And when normality
resumes, it will be a different normality. So much is
still unpredictable. Our hobby will, we hope, provide
us with a focus at a time when such a trivial thing
become so important in keeping us occupied On be-
half of the Committee, I send  very best wishes to all
our readers, and I hope that our magazine, now
monthly,  will bring a little diversion and remind all
that we are a living community of fellow Real Aero-
modellers.
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FREE KIT GIVEAWAY!
                                            …To PMFC Members

 WE have Andy Sephton (left) to thank for the
above comprehensive article, and Don as well,
of course. Don will receive, as he has request-
ed, a copy of this magazine.
  On the same subject, BVW has commented:
I would like to see more No-Cal models flying
at Bushfield (Peter Adams and others have
shown the way) and am happy to copy plans as
long as they can be put on A4 sheets.
 All I ask is that you tell everyone that NoCal
was invented by a group of clubs in Northern
California and do not repeat the ridiculous
canard propagated by the Internet that says, as
profile models they are very slim, hence “No
Calories.”

 Thanks to the gen-
erosity of Brian Le-
ver, any one of our
members can win
one of these kits: all
we ask is that some
comments, however
brief, and perhaps a
photo of the build
are sent in to the
editorial offices
during the build.
Note that the Spear-
fish and the Hart are
now so rare they are
collectors’ items.
(I recently built one
of those Lutons,
and loved the mod-
el, using it for my
only venture into
indoor scale.)

How does the “Win a Kit Competition work?
  All you have to do is to choose the kit you wish to build and write to
the Editor at johnashmole@yahoo.co.uk saying why you have chosen
it. The only proviso is that you are asked to write (or tell me by
telephone) how you get on with the build. A photo or two would make
a nice extra. This month’s kit winner will be chosen by a non-PMFC
member who is not acquainted with any of the club and the name will
be announced by e-mail two weeks after the publication date of this
issue.
  Each month after that, for the duration of the full or partial lockdown,
Brian will add  a new kit to replace the chosen one, and will revamp
the set entirely after three months.

        Go for it, lads! Send your entry to me now!
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   You Can’t be Cirrus!

                   ….. Phil Wigley, who clearly knows his models,  has been
playing games…

  I went for another walk today. Blow me, I saw an old mate from school. My old
PAL-JOEY. Fancy seeing you here. He had his LADYBIRD with him.  I haven’t seen
you since that SCHOOLMASTER hit you with his BIG-STICK. You were the milk
MONITOR as I remember, a right TERRIER. Whatever happened to that little PRIN-
CESS you used to go around with? I thought she was a right UGLY-STICK? I married
her, he said. Whoops, is this her? No she left me ages ago, this is my sister JENNY
CURTIS.  That must have hurt, her father was a MARQUIS wasn’t he? Yes, he was a
COMBAT KING in the army. What was her name? CAPRICE. Oh, yes, I remember
now. How are things now, mate?
  It’s not good, I’ve got these strange noises in my attic. BLACK MAGIC, some sort
of GALLOPING GHOST, a ZEPHYR!
  No, that’s bad. Can you come around to ours now.
  WOT-FOR? You cannot be CIRRUS, I’m no GHOST-RIDER.
  Oh, please come, I’m sure you KANDOO  what we CANARD. …..

….................................................................................................................

Martin Skinner
seems to have a
penchant for
F.R.O.G. Model de-
signs that many of
us have never heard
of: this he says, is a
FROG Delta from
the Senior range:
it’s rubber powered
an flies quite well in
calm conditions.
Needs lots of turns
on a loop of 3/16th.

For A4 plan contact Martin, or go to Mike Stuart’s House of Frog website.
Please note: BMFA rules state 16” span, no length restriction, Min
weight 6 grammes.  See BMFA Rulebok p 124. Via link on PMFC website.
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LETTER FROM AMERICA:

   Karl Hube of the Thermal Thumbers of Metropolitan Atlanta is fol-
lowing closely our adventures, as well as sharing our distress.

“I suspect you are living very much like we are to avoid the Covid 19 virus. Our county has
a “shelter in place” order which means we can go out to the grocery store and the pharmacy
for medications. Little else is permissible until further notice. Our schools have been closed
until late next month which is near the end of the regular school year.  Today, for the third
Sunday in a row, we “attended” our church service online while sitting together on the
couch. We are told that we have not seen the peak of this disease, so we’ll press on with
patience and caution.
  After a couple of weeks in isolation you would think that I would have been gluing a lot
of model parts.   In fact I have been cleaning up the work area and making proper model
boxes for storage and transport… the kind of thing you never stop for in the flying season.
Now that the work surface is clear, I will start a new model for the Simplified Scale event
under the Flying Aces Club rules. These models are really simple and they can be made to
fly well.
  I am delighted to see your magazine showed an Embryo model in use as that is one of our
favourite Flying Aces events. We usually fly three flights to a 120 second max from an RoG
launch. They are not very good in the glide, but if you can find some lift they ride it well…
so well that I use a pop-off wing d/t to get the model down on those great Summer days. The
same class is a candidate to fit in the Precision and Rubber Ratio ideas that you fly.
  We continue to have good results in trimming our first bungee-launched gliders. When we
are allowed to fly later this Spring (?) The gliders will be put into action. My thanks go to
you and Chris Grant for your advice on getting the class underway.”

“Original simple design
to encourage club mem-
bers to build. We are fly-
ing with 25 ft of rubber
(3/32” from used P30
motors) plus 75 ft of line.
This matches the bungee
used for the scale gliders
event in the Flying Aces
schedule and is very
close to your bungee ar-
rangement.”

From Auckland: Don Spray’s hangar
….....................................................................................................

 (If I get several replies, I’ll ask Don to adjudicate.)

From Ray Millard:
  (who has upset the Editor badly)

Who will be
the first with
a list of the
names of all
these mod-
els? Don
says,
 “I’m quite
enjoying this
lockdown
caper, aero-
modelling is
a great hobby
to have when
you can’t go
out.”

 “This may not be suitable for a proper
magazine * as it’s probably about as far
from real aeromodelling as you can get.
With the lockdown in place I’m not sure
that I could walk to the local playing field
to fly my Sharkface or Mitey without get-
ting my collar felt. So, flying in the garden
was perhaps the answer? Our garden is just
about flyable on a calm evening but balsa
models are a bit vulnerable to damage and
they have too good a glide. I found a sheet
of foam in the shed and this is the result.
The foam is about 3/4” thick and has no
section. It’s just cut to shape. Covering is
parcel tape.
  Does it fly? Well, yes. Under power it’s
really gentle gentle and responsive but the
glide is the best bit: there isn’t one! The ap-
proach can be nearly vertical and seems to
be on the back of the stall. Just a touch of
power is all it needs.”

* How dare you, Ray! This IS
A PROPER MAGAZINE!!!
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 THE WAY WE WERE;
     From The Airplane, 1912.


